RESOURCES

“Code compliance provides
rules for all of us which serve
to improve and maintain
neighborhoods that we can
all take pride in.”
— Fairview Mayor, Mike Weatherby

What to do with discarded vehicles?
There are multiple charitable organizations in
the Portland Metro area that will accept discarded vehicles as donations. Visit City Hall or
call 503-674-6206 for a list of these resources.

Where to dispose of solid waste?

Solid Waste and
Discarded Vehicles
on Residential
Property

Local waste disposal sites:
Metro Central Station
6161 NW 61st Ave., Portland 503-234-3000

Waste removal companies:
Oregon Hauling and Clean-up
503-827-JUNK, www.oregonhauling.com
Twelve Mile Disposal 503-661-0255
Metro Resource — “Find a Recycler”
http://www.metro-region.org/

http://www.ci.fairview.or.us/

CODE COMPLIANCE:
MISSION STATEMENT
The City of Fairview seeks to improve the
quality of life for all residents through a fair
and efficient code compliance program
that focuses on community education
and outreach.

Contact the City of Fairview Code Compliance
Coordinator at 503-674-6206.

KEEPING OUR
NEIGHBORHOODS BEAUTIFUL
The accumulation, collection, or storage
of solid waste or discarded vehicles on
private property in residential areas is
prohibited without approval from the City.
These rules serve to maintain an attractive
appearance and a safe environment for all
of our city’s neighborhoods.

COMMON PROBLEMS
Storage of discarded vehicles and accumulation
of solid waste on private property.

Most common types of solid waste on
private property in residential areas:
 Wood scraps
 Metal scraps		
 Discarded appliances
 Construction debris
 Household garbage
 Discarded household items

Please contact the City of Fairview Code
Compliance Coordinator at 503-674-6206
if you have a complaint or if you have any
questions about city regulations.
http://www.ci.fairview.or.us/

What is a discarded vehicle?
A vehicle is considered discarded if it
meets two of the following conditions:
 Appears to be inoperative
 Appears to be wrecked
 Is in obvious disrepair
 Displays no current vehicle registration plates
 Is totally or partially dismantled
If kept on private property, a discarded vehicle
must be stored indoors and out of sight.

What is solid waste?

How much solid waste is too much?

 Garbage (all food waste)
 Rubbish (glass, metal, paper, wood,
and plastics)
 Used construction materials
 Discarded home appliances
 Other discarded solid materials

The accumulation of solid waste may
constitute a violation if it:
 Attracts rats, vectors, or animals
 Poses a public safety risk
 Contains potentially toxic substances
 Decreases the aesthetic value of a
neighborhood

